KELLY
I love storytelling. I love that each person has a tale to tell and that each moment we experience builds to
many moments—creating that tale. I love that sometimes you don’t realize what a lovely story you have
until you sit down and really reflect.
When I was asked to share a Camp Encourage story—perhaps our first session of Camp Encourage, our
tenth summer, or something in between—my heart was flooded with stories to tell. How ever could I pick just
one? I was the little girl that made sure each of my Cabbage Patch kids and teddy bears felt equally loved. I
struggled with trying to settle on one story to tell.
As I was driving my daughter to school one morning while finding my thoughts racing of sweet stories and
again feeling torn as to which to share, I kept hearing the sweet ringing of a bell. It was a bell that Yumiko
gave to my daughters; a bell that my girls treasure and take to school each day, attached to their
backpacks. Yumiko’s son was one of our first campers in 2008. I remember greeting him as he sat nervously
in his car seat after just entering our campgrounds. He’s attended a number of times since and just recently
graduated from high school. A community member we’ve now known for ten years. Someone I would not
have otherwise met if not for Camp Encourage. And when his mother
traveled to Japan, she thought of MY family and returned with a
thoughtful token.
Hearing that bell (that I hear each school day) was a reminder that
YES—Camp Encourage has many stories to tell; but the greatest of our
stories is this:

OUR STORIES ARE NOW WOVEN TOGETHER.

We (as a collective Camp Encourage “family”) think of each other
when we travel, are encouraged by one another when we face
challenges, gather for social gatherings, visit amusement parks together, attend graduations, send holiday
cards, send texts to brighten one another’s day, and other acts of togetherness and connectivity.
Because of Camp Encourage, our tales and our lives are intertwined—forever changed and impacted by
that which we share at camp. That bell reminds me (as I think of thoughtful Yumiko and her now-adultson) that we are with one another no matter where we roam, that the moments shared at camp reside in
our hearts, and that just like the interlocking threads of a woven tapestry, our lives are beautifully connected

into a masterpiece. What starts as individual strands—with varying textures and tales—comes together into
something magnificent that is difficult to create without one another and difficult to unweave.
Through Camp Encourage, friendships are formed, love is abundant, new perspectives are taken, and “likefamily” connections are made.
It’s one of my favorite stories. I’m honored to be a part of it, I love that my children are a part of it, and I’m
deeply grateful for your involvement in the story tonight.

